The influence of gangliosides on the hydrophilic pore edge line tension and monolayer fusion of lipid membranes.
It is shown that inclusion of gangliosides into planar phospholipid bilayers leads to an essential suppression of their monolayer fusion. In contrast to phospholipid lysoforms, the gangliosides do not cause an associative decrease of the specific energy of the hydrophilic pore edge determined in the experiments on the electrical breakdown of membranes. This phenomenon depends on the effective size of the polar headgroup of the gangliosides. It is supposed that the effect of gangliosides on the parameters mentioned is based on the fact that they have large hydrated polar headgroups which create steric hindrances, which prevent (i) the membranes to come into contact during monolayer fusion; (ii) the gangliosides to take part in hydrophilic pore formation.